NEW ARRIVAL

FIRST 18 SE

First 18 SE is a modern and fun gateway to keel-boat
sailing.

FEATURES:
Naval architect:

Manuard YD

LOA (m.):

5.55 m

Beam (m.):

2.38 m

Displacement (kg.):

500 kg

Wide, flat and stable hull; ballasted swinging keel;
gennaker snuffer system; furling jib and minimised deck
controls all enable an easy-to-handle and exciting planing
and sailing experience. Being easily trailable and
dismantled, she would fulfil racing ambitions in
international one-design class as well as adventurous seacamping.

Fuel tank (l.):

OTHER:

Fresh water (l.):

EASY HANDLING

Max Engine Power (cv):
Propulsion:
CE Certification:

C4

She can be easily sailed by a crew from 1 to 3 persons
thanks to the large and clean cockpit, the furling jib, the
gennaker snuffer system, high boom and a mast without a
backstay, which allows for a bigger square-top mainsail.

SAILING EXPERIENCE
First 18 SE delivers a dinghy-like sailing experience but on
a more stable and safer platform, thanks to the wide and
flat hull shape and deep-ballasted swinging keel. Twin
rudders ensure complete control even when planing at
double-digit speeds. Boat handling and deck controls are
simplified as much as possible for the best sailing
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experience. The jib is furling, the gennaker is easily
operated with a snuffer system and a carbon mast
without a backstay supports the powerful square-top
mainsail, which ensures fast sailing even in light wind
conditions. Thanks to its ergonomic and spacious open
cockpit, the boat can be easily sailed solo or with 2 or
even up to 3 crew members. On challenging regattas or
joyful day sailings, you'll always have a chance to explore,
learn and grow with the boat's potential.
LIVING ONBOARD
Despite being small, First 18 SE cabin can still
accommodate up to two adults in a sea-camping manner.
Front V-berth is decently sized for 5,55 m boat and with
smart crew bags for personal belongings and technical
storage under the cockpit spacious enough for all the
technical equipment. Traditional comfort might be limited,
but she can get you into the most unreachable places
you've never discovered before and connect you with the
elements like no other boat. Large open cockpit makes
her an ideal family sea camping platform and offers direct
access to the sea in cruising mode. Fully retractable
swinging keel and removable rudder blades will give you
access to the shallowest bays you've missed so far.
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